Singapore, Manila, and Harbin
As Reference Points for Asian ‘Port Jewish‘ Identity
By Jonathan Goldstein*
The Jews of East and Southeast Asia resemble their European counterparts in one
fundamental respect: both continents contain multitudes of geographically, linguistically,
ethnically, and theologically diverse Jewish diasporas. In an attempt to generalize about
the history of sixteenth to twentieth century Sephardi and Italian Jews living in Atlantic
and Mediterranean seaports, historian David Sorkin advanced the concept of “port
Jews.”[1] Some of Sorkin’s criteria may apply to East and Southeast Asian Jewish
communities. What are these distinguishing traits and to what extent do they appear in
Singapore, Manila and Harbin—three geographically, linguistically, ethnically, and
theologically distinct reference points for Asian Jewish identity?
First, Sorkin cites the good fortune of Jewish merchants to be situated in societies that
valued international trade. He emphasizes the specialized skills that Jews could then
contribute to those communities, arguing that in an age without a developed banking
system, these [Jewish] merchants had the great advantage of being able do business with,
and draw bills of exchange on, relatives, friends, or business associates whom they could
trust. [2]
Because of these distinct capabilities, Jewish merchants assisted their host societies in the
linkage of old Mediterranean trade routes with the Atlantic economy.
Second, Sorkin stresses the valuation of commerce. He argues that it was the precisely
the commercial utility of Jews to host societies which valued international trade that
assured Jews not just the right to settle but long-term, continuing residence in a polity. [3]
Third, the Jews’ commercial utility gained them forms of social acceptance and legal
status over and beyond mere residential privilege. Examples of this phenomenon include
the acceptance of Jews in chambers of commerce, the Masonic order, and honorary and
appointed offices of municipal government. Their enhanced social status and legal
privilege enabled Jews to move toward full emancipation.
Fourth, Sorkin notes significant intellectual ferment among Jews in these nurturing
economic, political, and social contexts.
Rabbinic Judaism revitalized as ‘New Christians,’ or Jews who had converted to
Christianity as a self-defence mechanism during the reign of the Inquisition and who
were deried as ‘Marranos’ (pigs) by their Christian adversaries, were able to reconvert to
their original faith. Others who had remained Jews all along had the opportunity to
deepen their commitment to faith and practice in the relatively unrestricted environment
of port cities. Still other Jews, without any formal exposure to the Enlightenment tracts of
Voltaire, Locke, or Moses Mendelsohn, were able to access and imbibe a broad secular
culture. Sorkin calls this phenomenon haskalah avant la letter. Many of these maskilim,
or “Enlightened Jews,” simultaneously retained and expanded upon Judaic beliefs. Sorkin
cites the example of the Etz Haim Yeshiva of Amsterdam, which integrated secular
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subjects such as vernacular language, arithmetic and geography into a curriculum of
Jewish subjects that included the independent study of the Bible and Hebrew language
alongside study of the Talmud. [4]
Fifth, Sorkin offers a broad definition of “Jewish identity” as it existed in port cities,
stressing that some Jews who were “lax if not altogether neglectful in observance…
remained identifiable Jews through their loyalty to the community.” They expressed their
secularized Jewish identity through philanthropy and political intercession. He cites the
example of a Portuguese Jew who “did not keep the dietary laws, selectively observed the
holidays, and in general questioned the authority of the Oral Law. Nevertheless he [was]
always ready to contribute funds…to both secular and religious education…and to
intercede with the authorities.” Sorkin describes “wealthy Sephardi merchants [in
London] who lived like Christian gentlemen…at a distance from the synagogue.” They
nevertheless continued “to support the community with their wealth and influence.” [5]
The philanthropic behavior and communal advocacy which Sorkin saw in the fifteenth to
mid-nineteenth centuries had its counterpart in late nineteenth and early twentieth century
Jewish communities in Europe, the Americas, the Levant, and South Africa.
Forms of philanthropy and activism in these modern communities, like the earlier
behavior Sorkin described, derived from a synagogue-based religion. These practices
included the establishment of Jewish communal social service agencies, especially those
serving migrants and immigrants; the endowment of settlement houses, soup kitchens,
shelters for the infirm, aged, homeless and orphaned; the creation of youth, sport,
fraternal, political, and Zionist organizations; and the founding of quasi-secular as well as
explicitly religious schools, libraries, and publishing enterprises.
In an attempt to assess the extent to which these port Jewish characteristics apply in East
and Southeast Asia, we will first examine Singapore, then Manila, and finally Harbin.
Singapore Baghdadis’ Communal Origins and Commercial Activity Beginning in the late
eighteenth century, Baghdadi Jewish merchants began moving eastward to Bombay,
where they took advantage of the favorable economic conditions created by the British
colonial presence. The pioneer Baghdadi immigrant to India was Suleiman Ibn Yakub,
who was active in the Bombay opium export trade between 1795 and 1833. He and other
Baghdadi Jews duplicated the economic strategies of contemporaneous Parsee merchants
in India as well as those of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia entrepreneurs who had
been trading in the Far East since 1784.
Those traders reinvested their opium profits in the import and export of other
commodities, real estate development, and early forms of manufacturing, especially that
of textiles. [6] In the case of the Baghdadi Jews, this strategy was perfected by David
Sassoon [1772-1864], who fled persecution in Iraq and arrived penniless in Bombay in
1833. Within a generation, Sassoon and his sons built their own docks in Bombay
harbour and were known as the “Rothschilds of the Orient.” [7]
Sassoon’s sons extended their empire eastward to Calcutta, and by the mid-nineteenth
century Baghdadi Jewish merchants reached Singapore. The Jewish community in this
British colonial island/seaport/city resembled Sorkin’s Atlantic and Mediterranean port
Jews. Singapore Jews enjoyed residential permission, civic inclusion, and full
commercial privileges from the moment of their arrival. Because they spoke Arabic (and
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readily learned English but not Chinese) they tended to trade with other Baghdadi Jews as
well as with ethnically Arab traders, particularly those from Hadramaut who had settled
in India, Burma, Penang, Java, Sumatra, and Borneo.
Their major economic activity was the reexport Indian opium eastward to Canton,
Macao, Hong Kong, and Shanghai. In 1858, when Yaakov Saphir visited Singapore on a
fundraising mission for Jewish institutions in the Land of Israel, he wrote that for twenty
Jewish families their means of livelihood was mainly the legalised opium trade that
flourished between India and China and their generositydepended on the swings of the
trade, for it was like putting money on the horns of a bull. [8]
Because of such fluctuations in the opium trade, Singapore Jews, like other opium
merchants, began to invest their profits in more stable import and export commodities
and in real estate. By 1907, Baghdadi trader and stockbroker Nissim Adis had built
Singapore’s Grand Hotel de l’Europe. For his private residence Adis built “Mount
Sophia,” described as “one of the finest mansions east of Suez.” [9] In 1926 a Jewish
merchant visiting from Shanghai marvelled that Singapore is an ideal place for trade, the
country being peaceful and free from unrest and turmoil, to which China is afflicted. The
ups and downs to which merchants are subjected [in China] are totally unknown in
Singapore, which is under the benign rule of Great Britain. [10]
Menasseh Meyer was Singapore’s supreme Jewish entrepreneur, and, by one account,
“the community’s revered benefactor.” [11] He was born in Baghdad in 1846, raised in
Calcutta, and arrived in Singapore in 1873 to join his uncle’s opium trading business, the
largest in the port. He expanded the firm’s real estate holdings to include the Adelphi and
Sea View hotels. By 1900 he owned about three fourths of the island. One contemporary
described Meyer as “the richest Jew in the Far East,” exceeding even the Sassoons. [12]
Another source claims that Meyer “eventually owned more real estate in Singapore than
any other person.” [13] Meyer was knighted by Edward VII in 1906 and, by all accounts,
dominated and shaped the identity of the Jewish community for sixty years. [14]
Singapore Baghdadis’ Intensification of Belief and Quasi-secular Jewish Identities
The institutional and ideological evolution of Singapore’s Baghdadi Jews followed the
pattern of Sorkin’s other port Jews, with the exception of the phenomenon of
reconversion. There is no evidence of Marranos existing, let alone reconverting, in
Singapore.In the nurturing political and economic environment of Singapore, traditional
Rabbinic Judaic belief intensified. Simultaneously Jews embraced secular culture, local
politics, and Zionism. Singapore historian Charles Buckley notes that the pioneering
Jewish merchant Abraham Solomon, while having much to do with the synagogue,
educated his children “in an English school here, an advantage Baghdad did not offer.”
[15] Many anglophilic Baghdadis, including Sir Menasseh Meyer, followed Solomon’s
example when it came to their children’s education. Meyer also oversaw the building of
the monumental Magen Aboth synagogue and its religious school [Talmud Torah]. In
1905, after a disagreement over who should run Magen Aboth, he built a second palatial
synagogue, Chesed El, adjacent to his home. [16]
Sir Menasseh far exceeded his Baghdadi predecessors in his commitment to building
Jewish institutions in Palestine. [17] His efforts were contemporaneous with those of
European Zionists but of a quite different origin. [18] Meyer was influenced by the pre3

Herzlian religious Zionism of Hakham Yoseph Hayim of Baghdad, who officiated there
from 1859 to 1909 and inspired in many Iraqi Jews a great longing for visiting and
dwelling in the Holy Land. [19] Meyer took his family on a visit to Jerusalem in order “to
inculcate in them a love for Israel.” [20] In Palestine he maintained a house for Talmudic
study [Beth Ha-midrash] as well as a small synagogue for Baghdadi Jews. Like other
Baghdadis, Meyer subsequently linked up with Herzl’s World Zionist Organization. By
1921 Meyer contributed three thousand pounds to World Zionist Organization activities,
the largest individual gift Anglo-Jewish emissary Israel Cohen received on his
Asia/Pacific fundraising tour of that year. In the following year Meyer became the
founding president of Singapore’s Zionist Society, an affiliate of the worldwide
organization. His home then became, according to one contemporary, a “beehive” of
Zionist activity. [21] In 1922, when Albert Einstein passed through Singapore on a fund
raising mission for the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Meyer hosted a reception for two
hundred people which resulted in ten thousand pounds worth of pledges for the fledgling
school. [22]
During Sir Menasseh’s later years his daughter Mozelle Nissim broadened the scope of
his Zionist activity. In 1929 she committed three thousand pounds for the construction of
a school at Kfar Vitkin, then the northernmost Jewish settlement in Palestine. South
Asian Zionist emissary A. Goldstein [no relation to the author] wrote the Zionist
Executive that Mrs. Nissim “is really one of the best womenour movement should be
proud to have.” [23]
After Sir Menasseh’s death in 1930, the Zionism which he had promoted among
Singapore Baghdadis continued to thrive. On October 1, 1936, in an expression of that
enduring spirit, Montague Ezekiel and his two brothers wrote the Jewish Agency for
Palestine:
We [the Singapore Zionists] have done much for Zionism here and our efforts were
praised by Israel’s Messenger and the Jewish Tribune [arguably the pre-eminent Jewish
newspapers in Far East--ed.]. We are not the type of Jews to be intimidated by riots and
Arab violence. Our reply to anti-Zionism is ‘more and more Zionism’ and to antiSemitism ‘more and more Judaism.’ We are ready to work on the soil of Eretz Israel right
now. If [Palestine immigration] certificates are sent [the Baghdadi] community will be
overjoyed and Singapore will be in the future another Zionist fortress. [24]
In early 1941 Singaporean Flora Shooker, in the tradition of her Baghdadi predecessors,
established an educational trust for use in Palestine, Baghdad, and Singapore. [25]
Singapore was overrun by the Japanese during World War Two and most of its Jews and
other “enemy aliens” were incarcerated. After the war the Baghdadi community and its
Zionist movement rebounded. In 1955 one member of the community, David Saul
Marshall [1908-95], was elected Singapore’s first Chief Minister. In that capacity he gave
Singapore its first measure of internal self-government and set the colony on its path to
complete independence, which was achieved shortly after Marshall left office. [26]
Jews in independent as well as in colonial Singapore enjoyed full equality. Judaism
became one of the multi-ethnic nation’s eight officially-recognized religions. In 1977 the
magazine Israel Report detected an commercial rationale behind this equality. In an
argument similar to Sorkin’s assertion about the economic utility of Jews in port cities,
the magazine argued that:
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Lee Kuan Yew [the long-term leader of independent Singapore–ed.]’s regime, which
makes a point of displaying openness both internally and externally, is considerably
interested in having Jews live in Singapore. For this country, which is a crossroads and
commercial centre, there is a clear advantage in the existence of a synagogue alongside
temples, mosques, and churches. [27]
Prime Minister Lee and other leaders of independent Singapore came to realize that there
was much to be learned from the newly independent Jewish state. In 1956, in one of the
earliest expressions of that awareness, Frances Thomas, the Minister for Communications
and Works, argued that Singapore, “now on the threshold of independence, could learn a
lot from the spirit which has turned the small State of Israel from a desert into a garden”.
[28] Singaporean Zionists labored diligently to cultivate such ties. In 1946 a Singapore
branch of the Labor Zionist youth group Habonim was established, followed several
years later by a local affiliate of the Women’s International Zionist Organization
[WIZO]. [29] A 1953 visit by Jerusalem Post founding editor Gershon Agron resulted in
contributions of US$ 6740 to the United Israel Appeal and a communal commitment to
assist Singaporeans wishing to emigrate to Israel. An internal community assessment of
the results of Agron’s visit includes the comment:
During Mr. Agron’s visit, steps were taken to assist the immigration to Israel of five
young Jewish girls and a woman of sixty years. They travelled to Bombay with funds
provided by various donors, whose generosity deserve our appreciation.
This should be an encouragement both to our youth, who really feel they could do better
in Israel, as well as to our donors, who will have the satisfaction of knowing that the
money was well spent. [30]
In 1956 the Singapore Standard reported that an “’Israel Today’ photographic exhibit is
the biggest postwar public event organized by the Colony’s 900-strong Jewish
community.” [31] In that same year outgoing Israeli Foreign Minister and former Prime
Minister Moshe Sharett remarked after a visit to Singapore that “the gathered people’s
thirst to listen and understand is endless.” [32] A March 1962 visit and lecture by Keren
Hayesod Director Shlomo Temkin netted contributions of US $2443 to assist new
immigrants in Israel.
This visit was followed by a series of trade and technical aid agreements between
Singapore and Israel and ongoing visits by ministers, public figures, and senior officials.
In 1969 this process culminated in the establishment of full diplomatic relations between
an independent Singapore and the Jewish state. [33]
The strengthening of Baghdadi Jewish life in Singapore and of ties between Singapore
and Israel occurred simultaneously with the almost complete disintegration of Jewish
community life in Iraq. In 1949-50 over 150,000 Iraqi Jews evacuated en masse to Israel.
At precisely the time when many Iraqi Jews were integrating into Israeli society, an
opposite phenomenon was occurring among Singapore Baghdadis: a multi-institutional
Jewish community was being preserved. A new Jewish population grew up alongside the
Baghdadis. Starting in 1965, when Israeli experts began to train Singapore’s new armed
forces, Israeli diplomats, consultants and business people arrived on temporary
assignments. There was an additional influx of non-Israeli, overwhelmingly Ashkenazi
diplomats, professionals, business people, students, and other temporary residents. This
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group has initiated informal gatherings on Reform Jewish lines and imports a rabbi to
conduct High Holiday services at a hotel.
The core of Jewish residents of Singapore with Singaporean citizenship remains
overwhelmingly Baghdadi. Indeed if one wishes to see a functioning Baghdadi Jewish
community in 2004, one only needs to visit Singapore. The community consists of about
180 people. An American academic who attended a Sabbath service in one of the
Baghdadi synagogues in Singapore in 2000 observed both the recent diversity and
traditional characteristics of the community. She wrote:
On the right side sit the old-timers, the men of Baghdadi origin who lived through the
Japanese occupation. On the left side sit the wealthier members of the community and the
younger generation of Jews and expatriate Israelis, some of whom have become
important, active members of the community...When Frank Benjamin, President of the
Jewish Welfare Board, stepped down from participating in the Torah service, he walked
the room and wishes Shabbat shalom [Sabbath peace] to all. The gesture is heartfelt and
inclusive, consistent with his determination to bring all Jews living in Singapore
together…Frank Benjamin and others are determined to keep their [community] vibrant
and alive without sacrificing the basic orthodox traditions that inspired Singapore’s first
Baghdadi Jews over 160 years ago. [34]
Apart from the fact that there is no evidence of ‘new Christians’ reconverting in
Singapore, the Baghdadi community of Singapore exemplified and exemplifies all of the
aforementioned port Jewish characteristics. Singapore is a distinct case of Jewish
communal longevity and vitality in what was, in the 1970s, the largest seaport in the
world. Two other cases—Manila and Harbin—represent somewhat different reference
points for Asian Jewish identity.
Manila Jews’ Communal Origins and Commercial Activity
The ‘new Christian’ brothers Jorge and Domingo Rodriguez may have been the first
‘Jews’ to arrive in the Spanish Philippines. They are recorded as resident in Manila in the
1590s. By 1593 both were tried and convicted at an auto-da-fe in Mexico City because
the Inquisition did not have an independent tribunal in the Philippines. The Inquisition
imprisoned these brothers and subsequently tried and convicted at least eight other ‘new
Christians’ from the Philippines. [35]
There is no record of other ‘new Christians’ in the Spanish Philippines. But Philippine
Jewry grew by other means. After the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, the brothers
Adolphe and Charles Levy fled Alsace with a stash of diamonds. They ultimately reached
the Philippines with five crates of religious medals, statues, gold chains, and gilt eyeglass
frames which they had been unable to sell in California. In 1873 they established a
jewelry store, and then a general merchandising business, Estrella del Norte, in Iloilo on
Panay Island. The business expanded to Manila where it exists today. It grew from the
importation of gems to pharmaceuticals, bicycles and ultimately automobiles. [36]
By 1898, when the United States took the Philippines from Spain, the Levys had been
joined by Turkish, Syrian, and Egyptian Jews, creating a multi-ethnic community of
approximately fifty individuals. By 1918, twenty years after the American take over,
Manila Jewry consisted of about 150 people. According to historian Annette Eberly,
these new immigrants considered Manila a second frontier…a place for the young and
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ambitious to flee to. It was especially attractive to those who chafed at limitations on
social and economic mobility in their native lands. [37]
The newcomers were mainly American servicemen discharged in Manila after the
Spanish-American and First World Wars plus Russian Jews fleeing the Bolshevik
Revolution of 1917. While these arrivals, like their Singapore brethren, engaged in
import and export trade and in portside real estate development, they were
nothomogenous and did not interact with an ethnically-cohesiveinternational Jewish
merchant diaspora. In this respect the Manila Jews were unlike Sorkin’s Atlantic and
Mediterranean Jews, whose commerce was overwhelmingly characterized by ethnic
networking.
Jewish Institutional Development in Manila
By 1920 Manila Jewry included the founder of the Makati Stock Exchange, the conductor
of the Manila Symphony Orchestra, physicians, and architects. [38] Apart from these
purely secular achievements, twenty two years after the commencement of the American
occupation there had been almost zero Jewish institutional development. While Spanish
repression may explain this phenomenon before 1898, it does not account for the absence
of institutional development under the Americans. In 1920 the aforementioned Zionist
fundraiser Israel Cohen, who was greatly impressed with Jewish development of
Singapore [and later Harbin], visited Manila. He lamented that although there were
several hundred Jews, they had not formed a synagogue…Only those who still had a
flickering of Jewish consciousness met together on the two most solemn days of the
Jewish calendar…after which they hibernated for another twelve months.
Despite the fact that they were there twenty years, there was no Jewish organization or
institution of any kind. If a Jew wished to get married, he took a day trip to Hong Kong. I
left wondering whether all the fortunes of the rich Jews of Manila are worth the soul of
one poor Jew of Zamboanga [a Syrian Jew he had met on one of the outer Philippine
islands, who told Cohen ‘we feel here in Galuth…soon we hope to get back to the land of
Israel’ --ed]. [39]
A synagogue was finally built by a wealthy Ashkenazi benefactor in 1924. Full time,
ordained clergy rarely serviced it. The community imported clergymen and lay leaders
from Shanghai and elsewhere for short stints, beginning in 1924. At one point an itinerant
rabbi commuted between the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. [40] In 1930 an
American journalist reported that the eighty Jewish families and fifty single Jews in the
Philippines are all well established yet indifferent to their Judaism. They have no interest
in a Jewish community. There is a handsome synagogue, but it is used only on [the
Jewish high holidays of] Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur. There was a religious school,
but it was closed on account of the scarcity of teachers. Thus, most of the children receive
absolutely no Jewish education and the religious indifference of their parents plus the
lack of knowledge of Jewish affairs of the children counts these families as a total loss to
Judaism. [41]
Manila’s Jews clearly experienced precious little of the type of intensified Rabbinic
Judaism as occurred in Singapore. While some Manila Jews faded completely into the
seductive woodwork of what historian Eberly calls “the good life out there,” there is
evidence that others assumed aspects of quasi-secular Jewish identity, Sorkin’s fifth
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characteristic of port Jewish life. [42] The fullest expressions of this identity were the
significant forms assistance which Philippine Jews extended to Jewish refugees fleeing
from Hitler; the solidarity within the community during the Japanese occupation of
1941-45; the community’s postwar rebirth and reconstruction; and its significant support
for the creation and maintenance of the State of Israel.
Philippine Jews’ Assistance to Holocaust Refugees
The rise of Hitler mobilized some of Manila’s most secularized Jews into communal
service. The niece of the founder of the infrequently-used Manila synagogue observed
that “we only became Jewish conscious in a deep way when the terrible threat came out
of Europe and suddenly there were Jews in desperate need of help.” [43]
The Philippines, as already noted, became an American territorial possession in 1898.
They gained self-governing “Commonwealth” status in the nineteen thirties. Until the
Philippines passed its own comprehensive immigration legislation on January 1, 1941,
the immigration restrictions imposed by the United States Congress in 1924 theoretically
applied in both the continental United States and the Philippines. But in practice the
Philippines had some flexibility when it came to the implementation of immigration
policies.
The first two German Jewish refugees from Hitler to reach the Philippines may have been
Karl Nathan and Heinz Eulau from Offenbach. They arrived in Manila in June 1934 on
affidavits of support from Eulau’s cousin Dr. Kurt Eulau, who had resided in the islands
since 1924 and would sponsor many subsequent immigrants.
On September 8, 1937 twenty-eight German Jews from Shanghai arrived in Manila
aboard the Norddeutscher Lloyd steamship “Gneisenau.” Hitler’s government evacuated
these Jews and approximately equal number of non-Jews from Shanghai to Manila as a
humanitarian gesture, in order to safeguard all German passport holders from SinoJapanese hostilities. That was the extent of Nazi Germany’s assistance to these Jews who
had fled to Shanghai explicitly to escape Hitler. A “Jewish Refugee Committee” of
Manila hastily convened to help these unexpected arrivals. The refugees also received
encouragement and assistance from U.S. High Commissioner Paul McNutt, a Democratic
presidential aspirant who had been on the job in Manila only six months. The Committee
quickly realized that under these fortuitous circumstances it might be able to assist other
Jews fleeing Hilter.
Jack Rosenthal, an American-Jewish friend of Philippine President Manuel A. Quezon,
was able to interest the islands’ chief executive in the plight of European Jewry. The
aforementioned Commissioner McNutt, and ultimately Quezon himself, took note of the
skills that many Jewish immigrants could bring to the underdeveloped Philippine islands,
especially Mindanao in the south. On February 15, 1939, President Quezon sent a
message to the Philippine congress, urging the admission of 10,000 German Jewish
professionals plus a Philippine $300 million subsidy to assist them in settling Mindanao.
[44] While this grandiose scheme never materialized, Rosenthal was able to persuade
Quezon to independently authorize the admission of perhaps as many as one thousand
Nazi-persecuted Jews.
Even these admissions were problematical as the Philippines had no independent
consular service and relied on United States diplomatic personnel for the worldwide
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implementation of immigration policy. In the blunt words of the son of Manila Jewish
community president Morton Netzorg, “wherever the American consular staff was
friendly to the Jewish people Jews got out, and where they shrugged their shoulders Jews
did not get out.” [45]
Most refugees arrived penniless and on temporary two year temporary visas. Refugee
Frank Ephraim wrote that “most Filipinos had no idea of our problem. We were probably
the first whites they had met who were not rich.” Joseph Schwarz, the first full time,
ordained rabbi to serve in the Philippines arrived with his wife from Hildesheim,
Germany, in 1938. They served the Manila community until moving abroad in 1949.
Schwarz was followed by Cantor Joseph Cysner. Morton Netzorg’s son recalled that
although “the Jewish community was very small [it] practiced tithing to help the
refugees. Five hundred were brought over in a three year period.”[46]
The Philippine Jewish community’s effort to assist refugees is all the more impressive
when one considers that after December 9, 1941 the entire archipelago was under
Japanese attack and subsequent occupation. The American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee aided the Jewish refugees until the Japanese attack.
Some aid before that date and all assistance for the duration of the war came from the
Manila Jewish community itself. The Japanese interned several hundred Jews with
American, British, British Commonwealth, Dutch, Polish, and Belgian citizenship, along
with 5,000 non-Jews, in the Santo Tomas and Los Banos detention camps. “Third party
aliens” or “stateless Jews” were registered with the Japanese words “MU KOKUSEKI
YUDAYAJIN” (“Jews without citizenship or country”) stamped in their passports. [47]
Those community members who held Iraqi, Filipino, and—ironically—Austrian and
German passports, and who escaped detention since they were from countries not at war
with Japan, were of particular help to the Jewish internees. The community suffered
heavy losses during fighting in and around Manila in 1944-45, when 79 individuals, or
approximately 10% of the Jewish community, became wartime casualties, a rate similar
to that experienced by Manila’s overall population. The Japanese arrested, tortured, and
murdered several Jews at Fort Santiago, alleging that they collaborated with antiJapanese resistance. Some, such as the ritual slaughterer Israel Konigsberg, were active
participants in the anti-Japanese resistance.
Several Jewish refugees were butchered in cold blood by the Japanese during a rampage
in the Manila Red Cross Hospital on February 10, 1945. [48]
Despite all these vicissitudes the Jewish Community of Manila saved altogether perhaps
1,200 Jews from almost certain obliteration at the hands of the Nazis. One of the Austrian
Jewish survivors asserts that you could never find as generous and solid a group of
people [as the Philippine Jewish community] anywhere else in the world. They gave—
and give—unstintingly in times of crisis.
They have never neglected the needs of the destitute and the sick. Even before the
Japanese came the community set up a special home for the Jewish indigent in Marikina.
It was kept up for years long after the war was over. [49]
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The Philippine Jewish Community’s Embrace of Zionism and Assistance to the
State of Israel
When the aforementioned Zionist fundraiser Israel Cohen visited Manila in 1920 he
lamented that “I spoke to quite a number of Jews, but they simply would not hear of it,
and not a single god damn cent did I get.” [50] Within twenty-five years many members
of the community changed their attitudes toward Zionism. Their embrace of Zionism was
a natural outgrowth of their sacrifices on behalf of European refugees and their
significant wartime losses at the hands of Hitler’s allies. In the spring and summer of
1945 the war-ravaged Manila Jewish community reorganized and, with the help of
American servicemen, raised $15,000 to rebuild the synagogue which had been
devastated in the February 1945 Battle of Manila. Simultaneously four American Jewish
servicemen organized a “Kvutsa chaverim” [Hebrew: group of friends], for the Jewish
youth of Manila. The chaverim discussed the situation in Palestine and studied modern
Hebrew. In 1947 members of the community who were close to postwar Philippine
President Manuel A. Roxas were instrumental, along with key advisors to U.S. President
Harry Truman, in convincing the Philippine delegation to the United Nations to vote in
favor of the partition of Palestine into Arab and Jewish territories.
The Philippines thus became the only Asian nation to vote for Israeli independence. It
was also among the first to establish diplomatic relations with Israel. [51]
As was the case in Singapore, Manila’s Jewish community cultivated Philippine-Israel
relations. In 1951 the Philippines signed an aviation agreement with Israel. In that same
year, retired Israeli Defence Forces Lt. Col. Shaul Ramati paid a fundraising visit. As a
result of that campaign, Israeli Consul Ernest E. Simke was able to write to the Central
Zionist Executive that “the appeal yielded approximately P$60,000. It was the highest
collection ever made in the Philippines.” [52] In 1956 Simke wrote that “although the
community is small, there is a strong Zionist sympathy.” [53] In that same year the
Philippines welcomed Moshe Sharett, Israel’s outgoing foreign minister and former
prime minister, on a semi-official visit. [54]
Jewish emigration from the Philippines to Israel and elsewhere shrunk the Manila
community from an immediate postwar peak of perhaps 2500, to 1000 in 1946, 600 in
1948, 400 in 1949, 250 in 1968, and to approximately eighty families in 1987. [55] Some
families, such as the Simkes, had Filipino citizenship and chose to remain. The
community remains a mix of Ashkenazim, Sephardim, Oriental Jews, Americans,
Israelis, and ethnically-Filipino spouses and/or converts. Its history exemplifies Sorkin’s
fifth port Jewish characteristic, namely a secularized Jewish identity. Manila never had
been a yiddishe gemeinde, or Jewish community in the classic European or even
Baghdadi sense. Although small in numbers and weak in formal aspects of religiosity, the
Jewish community in the fourth largest seaport in Southeast Asia remains secular, Jewish,
Filipino, and overwhelmingly Zionistic.
Harbin Jews: Inlanders With Seaport Characteristics
While Singapore, perhaps better than any other Far Eastern Jewish community
exemplified and exemplifies virtually all of Sorkin’s port Jewish characteristics, and
Manila moderately so, one final example is counterfactual. The experience of the Russian
Jews in the Chinese city of Harbin, 1500 miles inland, also reflects all port Jewish
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characteristics except re-conversion. Harbin was constructed in 1898 on land which
Czarist Russia leased from Imperial China.
Here Jews and many other Russian minorities not only enjoyed residential permission but
had economic and political freedoms unavailable in Czarist Russia proper. These
fundamental rights remained when the railroad zone passed through various ownerships,
up to and including the Soviet Union’s sale of the zone to Japan in 1936. In some respects
Harbin resembled the Panama Canal Zone in that it both was and was not a part of the
colonial motherland. [56]
After 1898, within this tolerant environment, Russian Jews developed a Baghdadi-like
trading infrastructure. Within China and Russia they traded extensively with their coreligionists and with ethnic Russians, Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, and native Siberian
peoples. They also exchanged goods and services with Russian Jews in non-Russian parts
of Europe, America, Japan, Korea, and other parts of East, Southeast, and South Asia.
Equally significantly in terms of the port Jews thesis, Harbin’s political and cultural
toleration enabled its Jews to develop a type of intellectual profile virtually non-existent
elsewhere in Imperial or Soviet Russia. Many Harbinetsi were trained in the West. They
knew about the Enlightenment and other Western ideologies before they immigrated to
China. Prime exemplars are Jewish hospital director Avraham Yosifovitch Kaufmann
[1885-1971] and his first wife, both of whom matriculated in medicine in Switzerland.
Other Jewish emigres to Harbin had the good fortune to have been among the
microscopic number of Russian Jews accepted into the universities, academies, and
technical training schools of Czarist Russia, such as the mother of University of Southern
California Asianist Peter Berton, who matriculated in St. Petersburg. Still others acquired
a Western education in Harbin itself, which had both technical colleges and Westernstyle elementary and high schools. These schools included the German-run Hindenburg
schule, where University of California economist Gregory Grossman matriculated, and
what is today the Harbin Institute of Technology, where Israel Railroads general manager
Leo Heiman and Hebrew University chief engineer Evsey Podolsky matriculated. In
Harbin they were free to practice their professions or go into business. They were also
free to leave Harbin, get further education, or practice their professions elsewhere, a
nonexistent freedom in the Soviet Union.
Within the nurturing crucible of an open mercantile environment and tolerant polity,
Harbin’s long-serving Rabbi Aharon Moshe Kisilev [1866-1949], who had embraced preHerzlian Zionism while a student at Rabbi Shmuel Mohilever’s Volozhin Yeshiva,
published Hebrew and Russian-language tracts on Judaism and Zionism. It was under
Kisilev’s influence, from 1913 to 1949, that Harbintsy became increasingly Zionistic.
The left-leaning, Bundist-oriented, anti-Zionist Yiddish-language newspaper Der Vayter
Mizrekh [The Far East] competed with the Russian-language Zionist publications
Evreiskaia Zhizn’ [Jewish life] and Gadegel [Cyrillic rendition of Hebrew word for ‘the
[Zionist] flag’]. Lazer Epstein’s anti-Zionist Jewish Workers’ Bund challenged Avraham
Kaufman’s General Zionists as well as the non-Zionist Agudat Israel. Harbin was the
East Asian entry point for Vladimir Zev Jabotinsky’s Zionist Revisionist movement,
which counted among its adherents future Israeli political activist Yaakov Lieberman and
Motti Olmert, father of Israeli Deputy Prime Minister Ehud Olmert. Even Harbin’s two
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major Jewish sports organizations reflected the intellectual diversity of the community:
Maccabi for the General Zionists and Brit Trumpeldor [Betar] for the Revisionists.
These rivals would cooperate at times of natural disaster, such as when flood waters
breached the banks of Harbin’s Sungari River. The groups also buried their ideological
differences when it came to combating the virulent anti-Semitism of some of Harbin’s
White Russian organizations, which also thrived in this relatively unrestricted political
environment. [57]
Perhaps the fullest description of Harbin’s intellectual vitality appears in Zionist
fundraiser Israel Cohen’s account of 1920-21, when he visited this community along with
Singapore and Manila. He wrote that Harbin’s “vigorous Jewish consciousness”
manifested itself in a struggle of parties, in which the Right, Centre, Left, and Extreme
Left were always engaged. There were ceaseless public discussions, especially on
Saturday night, between the rival adherents of Zionism pure and simple, Zionism without
Orthodoxy, Orthodoxy without Zionism, Zionism with Socialism, Socialism without
Zionism, Hebraism in Manchuria, and Yiddishism in Palestine…I soon realized that there
were…hundreds of Jews in Harbin who were eager to go to Palestine…There was
therefore no need for me to gain converts: my task was confined to spreading information
and obtaining donations from a relatively small group. [58]
Cohen’s assertion of Harbin’s vibrant intellectuality calls into question the argument that
it was the special conditions of seaports which helped Jews win political privileges and
fostered intellectual and institutional development. Although Harbin was not a seaport, it
was a trading and distribution centre, a railroad hub, a river port, and an entrepot where
long distance merchants made their headquarters and to and from which goods were
shipped. The same dynamics which influenced seaports and produced intellectual and
institutional vitality there also influenced Harbin. At least two other hypotheses, apart
from Sorkin’s port Jews theory, may explain Jewish intellectual development in Harbin
and perhaps Singapore and Manila as well. Jews were among the earliest entrepreneurs in
all three developing regions and continuously served as commercial middlemen. It may
well have been the dynamics and opportunities of a frontier environment, as suggested by
historian Frederick Jackson Turner with respect to the near-simultaneous development of
the American West that enabled Jews to evolve economically, politically, and
intellectually. [59]
A second hypothesis derives from sociology. Harbin, Singapore, and Manila evolved into
substantial metropolises where Jews retained commercial prominence. It may well have
been the dynamics of an open urban environment, maritime or inland, as postulated by
sociologist Robert E. Park, which underlay Jewish political and ideological evolution.
Park writes that the emancipated Jew’s pre-eminence as a trader, his keen intellectual
interest, his sophistication, his idealism and his lack of historical sense, are the
characteristics of a city man, the man who ranges widely…who, emerging from the
ghetto in which he lived…is seeking to find a place in the freer, more complex and
cosmopolitan life of [the] city. [60]
On the basis of a comparison of Singapore, Manila, and Harbin, it is clear that additional
research is needed to validate the important suggestions about seaport Jewry advanced by
Professor David Sorkin.
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